PRICE LIST

DIGITAL PACKAGES

DIGITAL PACKAGES
·Professional Photographer service
2 hours of continuous covering
·Expertise assistance with special lighting
·All the best pictures taken during the time
of coverage an average of 60 pictures per hour
·Pictures in high resolution, no watermark,
color corrected, excellent quality, the
majority in color and some in black and
white.
·Receive the material on DVD or via
Dropbox or One Drive
Online web gallery to view and share with
family and friends.
$ 650 usd

SAME PACKAGE BY HOURS

3 hours $ 900 usd
4 hours $1,150 usd
5 hours $1,400 usd
6 hours $1,650 usd
7 hours $1,900 usd
Add to your package
Flush mount album (Photo book)
10X10 inches size, for 80 pictures with a special design
and hard cover and pages
$550 usd
Flush mount album (Photo book)
10X13 inches size, for 100 pictures with a special design
and hard cover and pages,
$650 usd
Second Photographer $160 US per hour
Engagement photo shooting $300 US
Trash the dress $400 US

SPECIAL GOLD PACKAGE

GOLD PACKAGE
Photography 6 hours, Trash the dress and
Flush mount album
·Professional Photographer service
·6 hours of time covering the wedding day
·Expertise assistance with special lighting
·1 DVD in high resolution with all the images,
an average of 550 excellent pictures in
sequence color, b/w and sepia with
color corrections.
·Online web gallery in our blog to view
and share your package with family
and friends, with around 70 pictures
·Engagement, trash the dress or
rehearsal dinner photoshoot for
up to 2 hours of service
·Flush mount album 10x13 inches 20 pages,
for 100 pictures and special design.
$ 2,500 US

SPECIAL PLATINUM PACKAGE

PLATINUM PACKAGE
9 hours photography, trash the dress
and Flush Mount album
·Professional Photographer service
9 hours of coverage on the wedding day
Expertise assistance with special lighting
-1 DVD in high resolution with all the
images, an average of 700 excellent
pictures in sequence color, b/w and
sepia with color correction.
·Online web gallery in our blog to view
and share your package with family
and friends, with around 90 pictures
·Engagement, trash the dress or
rehearsal dinner photoshoot for
up to 2 hours of service
·Flush mount album 10x13 inches 20 pages,
for 100 pictures and special design.
$ 3,300 US

VIDEO

VIDEO
·Expert and Professional Videographer
·DVD Format,
·Special lighting
·Edition, music and title hold
·Edition depends on the aspects filmed
resulting in a 30-45 minutes product
·Up to 2 hours of covering
$390 US
·Expert and Professional Videographer
·DVD Format,
·1 copy
·Special lighting
·Edition, music and title hold
·Edition depends on the aspects filmed,
resulting in a 45-55 minutes product.
·Up to 4 hours of covering
$845 US
·Expert and Professional Videographer
·2nd Camera
·DVD Format,
·2 copies
·Special lighting
·Edition, music and title hold
·Edition depends on the aspects filmed,
resulting in a 1 hour 1/2 minutes product
·Short film included (5-6 minutes maximum)
·Up to 6 hours of covering
$1,200 US
Extra hour of video $250 US

INFORMATION
In order to reserve we ask for a contract and
payments must be done through Marriot hotel. The
cost of the packages do not include 16% VAT.
You receive the files after 10 days of your wedding by
Drop Box.
or by a shipping company as DHL,
FedEx or UPS up to your preference. The shipping cost
is not included.
You will have all the copyrights of the
pictures and/or video.
All the pictures will be in high resolution
and you will receive just excellent pictures.
Special remarks for the Album:
You can select the pictures of your album or we can
do it and is ready in about 30 days
after we receive the selection.

+52 (322) 293 4965
+52 322 1212 347 & +52 322 1883 144
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dianaores@fotodiana.com
info@fotografovallarta.com
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